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QUESTION 1

Which statements regarding shipping are correct? (Choose two) 

A. The valid route is determined in the order header. 

B. Each delivery must have a unique ship-to party. 

C. The organizational unit plant is responsible for the planning, execution, and monitoring of the shipping activities. 

D. The shipping point is determined for each order item. 

E. The items in a delivery can be processed using various shipping points. 

Correct Answer: BD 

 

QUESTION 2

Which of the following can be used to determine the schedule line category? 

A. Item category 

B. Item category with "Schedule Line allowed" indicator and MRP type 

C. MRP type 

D. Item category and document type 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

Which of the following statements about customer master data are correct? (Choose two) 

A. Address changes in the customer master affect existing documents in the system. 

B. The customer master is created using an account group. 

C. The customer master data is transferred to the sales order and cannot be changed there. 

D. The customer master is subdivided into general data, company code data, sales area data, and plant data. 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

QUESTION 4

Which of the following statements regarding the free goods process is correct? 

A. Free goods with an exclusive bonus quantity must contain the same material for both the ordered goods and the free
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goods. 

B. Free goods with an inclusive bonus quantity will always be generated without a subitem. 

C. The free goods calculation rule only allows for whole unit free goods bonus increments. 

D. Free goods with an exclusive bonus quantity will always be generated with a subitem. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 5

You have set up the condition type K029 as a gross weight-calculated discount based on the material group. You now
want to implement this for ordered materials belonging to the same material group. The system should accumulate the
gross weight of the items to determine the scale rate. 

For the required weight accumulation, what function should be used for condition type K029? 

A. Structure condition 

B. Condition supplements 

C. Group condition 

D. Scale basis 

Correct Answer: C 
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